
Week Beginning 25th May 2020 
 

Phonics  
 

Can you have a look at 2 new sounds: 
 

or for fork and ur fur 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
-  Can you practice writing these sounds and words with your kicks 

and flicks, so it looks like this… 
 

or   or  or  or  or 
fork   fork   fork 

 
ur  ur  ur  ur  ur 

fur  fur  fur  fur 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fm9PRHDJlv4  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uVVJXbc870 
 



- Can you read and find the digraphs in these words? 
Challenge: Can you write the words and add sound buttons? What 
about a sentence with one of these words? 

 
For example: 
 
thorn        There is a thorn on the rose bush. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- I have attached some worksheets and ideas for you if you wish to 
use them. 

 
 
- I have attached a letter 

scavenger hunt for you to have a 
go at around the house or 
outside if you wish. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

horn 

burn 

turn 

torch 

port 

fur 

surf 

fork 

burger 

bed 

tap 
window 



English 
Carrot Club – A Twinkl Original 

 
- Can you read Carrot Club (pdf on the English page or on this 

document) and you can listen to it by following this link:  
 
 
 
- Can you draw some pictures of the characters and write a 

sentence about them. 
For example: 
 

 

 
 
- If you could change the characters in the story, what would you change 

them to? Animals, dinosaurs, superheroes? Can you discuss this with 
your grown-up and explain why? What would your grown up change 
them to? 
Challenge: Can you write a sentence explaining what you have picked 
and why? 
 

 
 
 
 

Make sure you share your work on Frog with us, under the Phonics 
and English Page, at the bottom. 

https://www.twinkl.co.uk/go/resource/carrot-club-audio-book-tg2-au-69  
 

Please don’t feel like you have to 
print all of these and do them, 

adapt them to how you feel 
appropriate, these are just ideas! 

 

Polly the carrot is orange. 

Sally is round and green. 





Phase 3 Worksheet  
Circle That Word!
Circle the word that matches the picture.

foak foik

fork frok

carl curl

corl cull

chark sark

shork shark

visit twinkl.comPage 1 of 3



harn hurn

horn hon

sorf surf

sarf shurf

cort coat

curt cart

toach torch

torsh turch

visit twinkl.comPage 2 of 3



turnip tornip

tarnip teenip

stor star

stur stoar

visit twinkl.comPage 3 of 3



Letter Scavenger Hunt 

Something 

beginning with b

Something 

beginning with f

Something 

beginning with y

Something 

beginning with d

Something 

beginning with o

Something 

beginning with t

Something 

beginning with w

Something 

beginning with h

Something 

beginning with p 

Draw the object. Can you write its name? 

visit twinkl.com



Letter Scavenger Hunt 

Something 

beginning with a

Something 

beginning with m

Something 

beginning with i

Something 

beginning with l

Something 

beginning with v

Something 

beginning with z

Something 

beginning with g

Something 

beginning with x

Something 

beginning with r 

Draw the object. Can you write its name? 

visit twinkl.com



Letter Scavenger Hunt 

Something 

beginning with s

Something 

beginning with c

Something 

beginning with e

Something 

beginning with j

Something 

beginning with u

Something 

beginning with k

Something 

beginning with n

Something 

beginning with q 

Draw the object. Can you write its name? 

visit twinkl.com


